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ABSTRACT
During Asian financial crisis in 1997, some Indonesian public listed companies suffered by decreasing
firm value and poor performance. The dominant factors that contributed to Asian financial crisis are
poor corporate governance and lack of transparency. As attempt to improve corporate governance
practice of Indonesian corporation, some reforms have been conducted by Indonesian regulatory
authorities such as issued the code of good corporate governance with the objective to maximize
shareholder and firm value by enhancing transparency, accountability, reliability, responsibility, and
fairness. This study examined the relationship between those corporate governance attributes and
corporate transparency of indonesian public listed companies By exploring the purposive sampling
method, 88 companies were selected as the sample of this study. The finding of this study showed that
board size and proportion of independent member on board positively affect corporate transparency. It
means the corporate transparency will increase since the companies have large board and higher
proportion of independent member on boards. In contrast, the proportion of board of directors who have
family relationship is negatively associated with corporate transparency. It implies that family boards
tend to advise management to disclose less information to public (less transparent) since they can get the
informational benefit by transferring that information to their family. Meanwhile, the influence of family
ownership, institutional ownership, management ownership, and foreign ownership on corporate
transparency was not be supported by this study.
Key words: corporate governance, transparency, disclosure, and ownership structure.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Studies conducted by Asian Development Bank (ADB, 2000) indicated that important factors
that caused Asia economic crisis 1997 were weak corporate governance and lack of
transparency with regard to information disclosure. In 2001, the Credit Lyonnaise Securities
Asia (CLSA) conducted a study on disciplines, transparency, independence, accountability,
responsibility, fairness, and social responsibility. Questionnaires were sent out to financial
analysts, the rating of Indonesian companies varies from 13.9% to 64.9% based on weighted
average scores. In particular, Indonesian corporations obtained the lowest score in
transparency, discipline, accountability, responsibility, and fairness among the four Southeast
Asian countries i.e. Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia, and Singapore. The findings also showed
that Indonesia attained the lowest score of country macro aspects in corporate governance
among the 25 existing emerging markets (CLSA, 2001).

Such weaknesses owed to
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concentration of ownership structure on certain family and failure of board of directors in
monitoring behavior of managers effectively. ADB (2000) also highlighted that ineffective
board of directors, weak internal control, poor audit, lack of corporate transparency, lack of
legal enforcement are common corporate governance characteristics among Asian countries’
corporation.
The ownership structure of Indonesian firms focuses on the first and second largest
ownership (Husnan, 2001), and the first largest ownership is dominated by family ownership
(Classens, Djankov, and Lang, 2000), and family members are considered the dominant
individuals in board of directors and commissioners (Tabalujan, 2002). On the other hand,
family based ownership can also cause little divorce between ownership and control. Reason
being, majority ownership has opportunity to control public companies. Moreover, it is
believed that majority shareholders and board of directors tend to expropriate minority
shareholders in many ways (Classens, et al., 2000; Tabalujan, 2002).
The consequence of ownership and board structure, Indonesian corporations deals
with lack of transparency (Chen, Chen, and Wei, 2003). Utama (2003) had reported that the
average overall score obtained by Indonesian listed firm is 41.9% of the maximum potential
disclosure based on index developed by Botosan (1997). In addition, he also examined the
level of compliance among listed banks to mandatory disclosure (i.e. bank central (BI)
regulation and the capital market executive agency (BAPEPAM) regulation). The results
showed that the level of listed banks compliance is on average 58.3% to BI regulation and
58.8% to BAPEPAM regulation. Based on the findings, he concluded that the compliance
level of Indonesian listed firms to voluntary and mandatory disclosure is low.
As part of the efforts to improve corporate governance practice of Indonesian
corporations, government of Indonesia forms a national committee on corporate governance
(NCCG). Indirectly, the formation of this committee also aims to fulfill the requirement of
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International Monetary Fund (IMF). NCCG released Indonesian code on good corporate
governance on April 2001. One of the objectives of the code is to maximize shareholders and
firm value by enhancing transparency, accountability, reliability, responsibility, and fairness.
In order to achieve its goal, NCCG focuses on monitoring system for manager’s behavior by
reforming composition of board of directors (board commissioners in Indonesian context).
NCCG required that the board of directors and commissioners must comprise with at least
20% independent members. Its reforms were based on the argument that qualified
independent members on board will be able to control managers and majority shareholders
behavior effectively; therefore, minority right is protected.
At present, most of the Indonesian companies have reformed their composition of
independent members on board directors and commissioners to at least 20%. As a result, the
percentage of companies with two or more family members on board has decreased from
59.8% in 1997 to 40.7% in 2001. However, they still represent the dominant influence ones
in board composition (Tabalujan, 2002).
The importance of corporate transparency has been considered by some scholars
mainly related to firm value creating.

This was based on information asymmetry and

signaling views. Based on agency and signaling theory perspectives, information asymmetry
will influence the perception and behavior of investors.

Investors will value less the

companies with high information asymmetry because they cannot predict and project the real
value of those companies. Meanwhile, corporate transparency will reduce information
asymmetry which in turn will enhance firm value (Spence, 1973; Chiang, 2005). Some
studies which found corporate governance influence corporate transparency (see for examples
Hossain, Tan, & Adam, 1994; Warfield, Wild & Wild, 1995; Haniffa & Cooke, 2002;
Lakhal, 2003; Mak & Li, 2001; Ho & Wong, 2001; Eng & Mak, 2003; Chen & Jaggi, 2000).
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Based on the above discussion, this research intends to examine the relationship
between corporate governance structure and corporate transparency among Indonesian listed
companies

2.

LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT

2.1. Corporate Governance
The separation between owners (principal) and management (agent) of a company is a
common practice around the world. Jensen and Meckling (1976) argued that agency cost
arise because of the problems of management-owners relationship following a divergent
interest opportunism by the management. The corporate scandals involving Bank Duta, Bank
Summa, Bank Pikko, Bank Bali, and Bank BNI in Indonesia, BBCI and Maxall in UK, Enron,
Worldcom, Adelphia and Tyco in US are some evidences on divergent interest opportunism
by the management. These evidences lead some scholars to define corporate governance
based on corporate affairs perspective.
Solomon and Solomon (2003) found that most scholars strongly agree to define
corporate governance as the supervision and control process to make sure that management
act in the best interest of shareholders. However, from practical perspective, Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) defines corporate governance as a set of
relationship between management, board of director, shareholder, and stakeholders of a
company with a structure as a medium to set the objectives of a company and to determine
the way to achieve objectives and monitoring performance process. Meanwhile, Denis and
McConnell (2003) define corporate governance as the set of internal and external
mechanisms that induce management and other controllers of the company to make decisions
that maximize the value of that company. Moreover, they stated that internal governance
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mechanism involves board of director and ownership structure, while, external governance
mechanism refers to the takeover market and the legal system.
Corporate governance system varies among countries. Weimer and Pape (1999)
argued that corporate governance around the world could be classified into (1) Anglo-Saxon
System (US, UK, Canada, and Australia), (2) Germany System (German, Netherlands,
Switzerland, Sweden, Austria, Denmark, Norway, and Finland), (3) Latin System (France,
Italy, Spain, and Belgium), and (4) Japanese System. Wiemer & Pape (1999) demonstrated
the differences among those groups based on eight main characteristics of corporate
governance i.e. concept of firm, board system, stakeholder ability to exert influence, the role
of stock market in national economy, corporate control market, ownership structure,
executive compensation, and time horizon of economy relationship.
Indonesian corporate governance system is classified as network-oriented system
which is closer to Germanic system. However, some characteristics of Indonesian corporate
governance system are different from Germanic system especially with regards to two-tier
board system. As in Germanic System, Indonesian company law defines the corporations as
an autonomous economic entity which creating value for both shareholders and other
stakeholders. Ownership structure of Indonesian public listed companies is concentrated on
families or limited number of shareholders. Husnan (2001) showed that 68.9% of Indonesian
public listed companies were family held while only 6.6% were widely held. The Asian
Development Bank (ADB) found out that on average the top five largest shareholders control
57 to over 65% of the company shares of Indonesian public listed companies.
Indonesian stock markets become a medium for Indonesian business groups or large
companies to raise the equity capital to complement bank borrowing (Patrick, 2002). ADB
(2000) demonstrated that 210 of 257 new IPOs during 1986 to 1997 were made by
Indonesian business groups. However, Indonesian stock markets still do not play an
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important role in Indonesian economy. Similar to Germanic countries, an external market for
corporate control almost does not exist in Indonesia. Even if merger and acquisitions occur,
most of them are among companies either in the same business groups or internal merger and
acquisitions.
The board system of Indonesian companies follow two-tier board system like what
apply in Germanic countries that comprise a supervisory board (board of commissioner) and
a managing board (board of director). According to Indonesian company law 2007, both
members of supervisory and managing board are elected, expelled, and held responsible to
shareholders through general meeting of shareholders (GMOS). In contrast, in the Germanic
system members of managing board are appointed by supervisory board. Different from
Germanic law which requires an equal employees and shareholders representative, there is no
legal enforcement in placing any employee representative in the supervisory board in
Indonesia. Indonesian company law 2007 also states that one person cannot be a member of
both boards of the same company. Similar to Germanic system, supervisory board of
Indonesian corporations play a supervising and advising role, meanwhile managing board
manage day to day operation of the company.

2.2. Corporate Transparency
The importance of corporate transparency for emerging markets has been highlighted by
several scholars. Since lack of transparency appears to be a dominant factor that contributes
to Asian financial crisis (see for example Mitton, 2002; Johnson et al., 2000). Bushman and
Smith (2003) argued that corporate transparency plays a very important role since a
corporation is viewed as a nexus of contract. Bushman, Piotroski, and Smith (2003) defined
corporate transparency as widespread availability of firm-specific information to those
outside the firms.

They further classified corporate transparency into financial and
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governance transparency. In their attempt to measure corporate transparency, they classified
information mechanism into (1) corporate reporting related to mandatory and voluntary
disclosure of firm specific information, (2) private information acquisition refer to financial
analyst involvement, (3) information acquired and processed by institutional investor and
corporate insider, and (4) information disseminations related media communication.
Kim (2005) measured accounting transparency by constructing four sub-indices i.e.
corporate governance, audit system, disclosure to investors, and accounting information
content for measuring accounting transparency. The constructs of these indices are as follows;
(1) corporate governance sub-index was measured by giving value 1 to an answer of yes and
value 0 to an answer of no for questions (a) related firms have less than 10% of share, (b) the
firm uses cumulative voting for director election, (c) the firm holds 10 or more board
meetings per year, (d) the firm holds a board meeting exclusively for outside directors, (e)
outside directors attend at least 70% of board meetings, and (f) at least 10% of minority
shareholders attend annual shareholder meeting. (2) Audit system sub-index was measured
by three questions; (a) requires the firm to have an audit committee, (b) the audit committee
meets 4 times or more annually, and (c) the external auditor does not provide non- audit
service. (3) Information to investors was measured by seven questions; (a) the firm conducts
investor relation activities, (b) the number of voluntary disclosure is above the industry
average, (c) the number of adjusting disclosure is below the industry average, (d) reports on
internal auditor or audit committee exist, (e) there are no violations of disclosure regulation,
(f) there are no penalties due to insider trading, and (g) English disclosures exist. (4)
Accounting information sub-index was measured by average value of earning management
and the quality of earning.
Most of the previous studies on corporate transparency focus on voluntary
information constructed in the form individual or comprehensive index (see Botosan, 1997;
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Chau & Gray, 2002; Eng & Mak, 2003; Haniffa & Cook, 2002; Lakhal, 2003; Makhija and
Patton, 2004). However, there are also some studies that measured corporate transparency
based on mandatory and quality disclosure. (see Chen & Jaggi, 2000; Forker, 1992; Ho &
Wong, 2001; Utama, 2003).
Patel and Dallas (2002) developed the Standard & Poor’s 98 possible attributes for
corporate transparency and disclosure which were divided into 3 broad categories i.e.
ownership structure and investor rights (28 attributes), financial transparency and information
disclosure (35 attributes), and board and management structure and process (35 attributes).
The checklist was then employed to determine corporate transparency and disclosure ranking
of 1,500 companies around the world.

2.3. Development of Hypotheses
2.3.1. Managerial Ownership and Corporate Transparency
The conflict of interest that contributes to agency cost on moral hazard by managers and
adverse selection by investors is related to information asymmetries. Information disclosure
will mitigate information asymmetries.

Although Investors are more beneficial from

Information disclosure, controlling shareholders have less incentive to disclose more
information (Archambault & Archambault, 2003; La Porta, Lopez-De-Silanes, Shleifer, &
Vishny, 1998) Therefore, in countries which ownership structure of corporations is more
disperse like US and UK, information disclosure is more intensive and demonstrates better
corporate transparency than the concentrate ownership structure countries.
In the context of Asia, some studies also found that ownership structure is related to
corporate transparency as measured by the extent of voluntary disclosure. For example,
Hossain, Tan, and Adam (1994) found the relationship between ownership structure and the
level of voluntary information disclosed for Malaysian companies.
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Agency theory suggested that higher managerial ownership resulted in lower conflict
of interest due to lower information asymmetries. Hence, higher managerial ownership is
associated with disclose information over and above those mandatory required. Warfield,
Wild, and Wild (1995) found that managerial ownership is positively associated with the
amount of information given about earning. Therefore, we predict higher proportion share
held by board of director will lead to higher corporate transparency
H1:

There is a positive relationship between managerial ownership and corporate
transparency

2.3.2. Institutional Ownership and Corporate Transparency
Institutional investor such as investment funds, insurance firms, and pension fund are
growing up in Indonesia and they invest fund to listed Indonesian corporations either as
bondholders or stockholders. Elgazzar (1998) argued that institutional ownership may induce
a higher level of voluntary disclosure. Haniffa and Cooke (2002) predicted positive impact of
institutional ownership on voluntary disclosure. However, their study on Malaysian listed
firm indicated that institutional ownership is not significantly associated with voluntary
disclosure. Lakhal (2003) showed that earning voluntary disclosure is positively related to
institutional ownership mainly foreigner institutional investors. Growing institutional investor
in Indonesia will give an impact to corporate transparency, as the institutional investors need
more information to indirect prediction of the real value of Indonesia firms that are
characterized by lack of transparency and subject to manipulation. The ability of institutional
investors to push manager to disclose more information depends on the proportion of shares
held by them. Therefore, we predict that higher proportion of shares held by institutional
investors will lead to higher corporate transparency.
H2:

There is a positive relationship between institutional ownership and corporate
transparency.
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2.3.3. Foreign Ownership and Corporate Transparency
Choi and Yoo (2006) argued that foreign equity ownership can be instrumental in inducing an
improvement in transparency through shareholder activism and board participation.
Foreigner investors will influence higher voluntary disclosure of corporation in emerging
markets, because of more transparency financial reporting in their countries. Haniffa and
Cooke (2002) found positive relationship between foreigner investor and voluntary disclosure.
Foreigner investors who went to Indonesia to invest their money play an important role to
influencing liquidity and development of Indonesian capital markets in terms of market
capitalization as well as on the monitoring system and financial reporting (e.g. improvement
of accounting standard by adoption of international accounting standard and disclosure). As a
result, many Indonesian listed firms with dominant foreign ownership disclose more
information.

Therefore, we predict that higher foreign ownership will lead to higher

corporate transparency.
H3:

There is a positive relationship between proportion of foreigner ownership and
corporate transparency.

2.3.4. Family Ownership and Corporate Transparency
In many East Asian firms, managers are able to effectively control the firms even though they
may have relatively low cash flow ownership (Lemmon and Lins, 2001). This is because
family is the founder of some Indonesian companies and then the companies go public by
offering least of their shares (Tabalujan, 2002). Since family ownership controls a company,
the demand for public disclosure is relatively weak, so information disclosure levels would be
lower compared to the US and UK markets (Gray, 1988). Empirical evidence on Singapore
and Hong Kong showed that proportion of shares owned by family members is negatively
related to voluntary disclosure (Chau and Gray, 2002)
H4:

There is a negative relationship between family ownership and corporate
transparency
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2.3.5. Board Size and Corporate Transparency
Lakhal (2003) argued that smaller board size is more effective to control opportunistic
behavior of manager, so he hypothesized that board size is negatively associated with earning
voluntary disclosures. The finding of his study, however, showed that board size is not
significantly associated with earning voluntary disclosures. Mak and Li (2001) found that
small board size effectively monitor management behavior. Jensen (1993) stated that seven to
eight board members is the optimum person seat in board of director that become an
significant indicator of internal monitoring quality. Moreover, Jensen (1993) found that larger
board size is not effective in playing the monitor role. For Indonesia context, the average
board size is 4 persons (Lukviarman, 2004). It means that the size is relative small compared
to the number supported by Jensen (1993), Hence, increasing the board members to an
optimum members is expected to enhance the effectiveness of board monitoring role, which
in turn lead to higher corporate transparency.
H5:

There is a positive relationship board size and corporate transparency.

2.3.6. Related Family Board and Corporate Transparency
Family members on board in countries with dominant family ownership will give impact to
the effectiveness of the monitoring system especially in pushing managers to disclose more
information. However, Ho and Wong (2001) found that companies with a higher proportion
of family members on the board are more likely to have a lower extent of voluntary
disclosure. Based on prior empirical evidence, the thus hypothesize that:
H6:

There is a negative relationship between proportion family member on board
and corporate transparency.

2.3.7. Independent Board and Corporate Transparency
The purpose of independent director setting on the board is to protect all shareholders
especially minority shareholders. Gul and Leung (2004) concluded that the lower voluntary
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disclosure is reported for companies with CEO also acts as the chairperson of the board. They
argued that outside director will compromise with CEO, when CEO also acts as the
chairperson of the board. Eng and Mak (2003) showed that increasing number of outside
directors tend to reduce corporate disclosure. Chen and Jaggi (2000) found that proportion of
independent director on board enhances financial disclosure (mandatory and voluntary) of
Hong Kong firms. Adam and Hossain (1998) reported that proportion of non-executive
director on board of life insurance in New Zealand positively influence extent of voluntary
disclosure. Based on the above findings, the following hypothesis is developed:
H7: There is a positive relationship between proportion of independent member on
board and corporate transparency.

3.

RESEARCH METHOD

3.1. Variables Definition and Measurement
3.1.1. Dependent variable
The dependent variable of this study is corporate transparency measured by 92 yes/no
questions of possible information items disclosed in the annual report of Indonesian public
listed companies for the periods of 2002 to 2005. This measurement was adopted and
adapted from Patel and Dallas (2002) and Arifin (2001).
3.1.2. Independent Variable
The independent variable in this study is corporate governance mechanisms, which are
ownership structures and board of director.

Previous studies on ownership structure-

disclosure relationship defined ownership structure as proportion of shares held by individual
or organization. The following assumption of that measurement for ownership structure is
similarity in control and cash flow right. However, in context of emerging markets where one
or several members of a family which is hold share of a corporation and the corporation
affiliated to a business group that also controlled by the same family, control rights are
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frequently higher than cash-flow rights (Claessens and Fan, 2002). Because of common
pyramidal ownership in Indonesia, this study measures owners of a corporation by ultimate
ownership. Studying on ultimate ownership was first developed by La Porta et al. (1999)
when they trace the chain ownership to determine the highest voting right. Then Claessens et
al. (2000) improved and implemented that methodology for East Asia countries.
This study adopts methodology developed by Claessens et al., (2000) to determine
ownership structure. Claessens et al. (2000) differed between corporate ownership related
cash-flow right and control related to voting rights. In addition, they argued that pyramiding
and cross-holding cause different in ownership and control rights. To determine control in
this study, I sum up voting rights of ultimate share by tracing pyramidal and cross-holding
chains individually. For example if a family owns 10% shares of firm P that owns 15%
shares firm Q and the same family owns 20% shares of firm R that owns 5% shares of firm Q.
The voting rights of this family in firm Q is 20% (min (10% ; 15%) + min (20% ; 5%)). The
voting rights in a company then are classified as managerial, family, institutional, and
foreigner.
The second variable consists of board size, family members on board, and
independent board. Board size is the total number of members of board of commissioners.
Family member on board is the proportion of member on board of commissioners who has
family relationship. Independent board is the proportion of independent member on board of
commissioner
3.1.3. Control Variable
Previous studies showed that some non corporate governance structure variables are
significantly related to corporate transparency (see Eng & Mak, 2003; Faccio & Lasfer, 1999;
Ho & Wong, 2001).

Therefore to better examine the relationship between corporate

governance and corporate transparency, this study includes a control variable that mostly
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used in previous study namely firm size to the model. Proxy for firm size in this study is
natural logarithm of total asset.

3.2. Population and Sample Selection
Population in this study is companies that listed in indonesian Stock Exchange (IDX).
Sample of this study will be selected base on following criteria:
1. The companies were not classified as banking and financial industry, because of different
characteristics and government regulations
2. The accounting period of the companies must be ended on December, 31st and annual
report during 2002 to 2005 should be available (complete data).
3. The companies have information about board of commissioner composition, and
ownership structure in their annual report.
4. The companies have not been de-listed during observation periods i.e. 2002 to 2005

3.3. Data analyis
Before we run multiples regression model, test on classical assumptions will be conducted as
follows: (1) normality of data will be tested by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, (2) stationary will
be tested with unit root test, (3) autocorrelation will be tested with Durbin-Watson test, (4)
heterokedastisity will be tested with Glejser approach, and (5) multicolinearity will be tested
with correlation matrix. The multiple regression that explored for hypothesis testing is:
CTIit =β0 + β1MOit + β2IOit + β3FMOit + β4FOit + β5BSit + β6IBit + β7FBit + β8Sizeit + eit
CTIit: corporate transparency index of company i at time t measured by actual divide
potential disclosure
MOit: percentage share of company i at time held by non family board of directors and board
of commissioners
IOit: percentage share of company i at time held by financial institution (such as bank,
insurance, pension, and investment companies)
FMOit: percentage share of company i at time held by a family
FOit: percentage share of company i at time t held by foreigner
BSit: number of board of commissioners of company i at time t
IBit: percentage of independent members on board of commissioners of company i at time t
14

FBit: percentage of independent members on board of commissioners of company i at time
Sizeit: natural logarithm of total asset of company i at time t

4. EMPIRICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Sample
The samples were selected based on purposive sampling method.

We excluded the

companies that are classified as banking and financial institution, the companies that are
listed during and after the year 2002, the companies with negative shareholders’ equity
balance, and the companies with incomplete records. After eliminating the above companies,
the final sample of this study consists of 88 companies (27.67% of population) which is the
subject of analysis for four years.
4.2.Descriptive Statistics
Table 1 presents descriptive statistics of 88 Indonesian listed firms for the periods of 2002 to
2005 (352 total panel balanced observations). This table showed that the average value of
total assets is 2,174.28 billion rupiah. The smallest firm in this study has a total assets of
18.86 billion rupiah and the total assets of the largest firm is 46,986 billion rupiah. This
indicated that the study focuses on both large and small firms.
The mean of the board size is 4.43 and the number ranges between 2 persons as the
smallest and 13 persons as the largest board size. The mean percentage of independent
members on board of directors is 38% with the range from the highest 71% and the lowest
20%. This indicated that all Indonesian public listed companies have complied to NCCG
regulation (the minimum independent members on board is 20%), but certain companies did
not comply to Jakarta Stock Exchange regulations (the minimum independent members on
board is 33%). The average proportion of family members on board of directors is 9% with
the range from the highest 67% to the lowest 0%. This finding is consistent with Tabalujan
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(2001) who stated that after financial crisis, the average proportion of family members on
board has decreased.
Table 1
Descriptive statistics of variables1
Variables
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Std. Dev
Total asset
11.86
46986.00
2174.28
5232.34
FMO
0.00
94.14
43.00
28.11
IO
0.00
54.57
5.38
11.56
MO
0.00
25.61
1.30
4.00
FO
0.00
93.06
20.63
26.77
BS
2.00
13.00
4.43
2.08
IB
0.20
0.71
0.38
0.10
FB
0.00
0.67
0.09
0.19
CTI
0.23
0.78
0.45
0.11
Statistical significance at the 1 percent level is denoted by ***
In respect of ownership structure for all observations, the average of voting right held
by family is reported at 43% with minimum and maximum right is 0% and 94.14%
respectively. On the average, bank and other financial institutions held 5.38% of the shares
of Indonesian public listed companies and voting rights range from the lowest 0% to the
highest 54.57%. Non family management either as members of board of directors or as a
member of board of commissioners have on average 1.30% voting right with the maximum
right of 25.61% and the minimum of 0%. The mean of voting right held by foreigners (both
non-financial companies and financial institutions) are 20.63% with the range from the
lowest 0% and the highest 93.06%. This indicated that the largest voting right of Indonesian
public listed companies held by family and then followed by foreigner investors, domestic
financial institutions, and non family management. This finding was consistent with Husnan
(2001) and Claessens et al. (2002).

1

Total asset is stated in billion Indonesian Rupiah, FMO (family ownership), IO (institutional ownership, MO
(managerial ownership), FO (foreign ownership), BS (board size), IB (independent board), FB (family related
board), FV (average market to book ratio), CTI (corporate transparency index), OSTI (ownership structure and
investor right transparency index), FTI (financial transparency index), and BSTI (board structure and process
transparency index).
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In the context of corporate transparency, on average Indonesian public listed
companies have 45% for the total transparency index (CTI) with highest score is 78%.
Overall corporate transparency index (CTI) of this study is higher than Patel and Dallas
(2002) and Kin (2005), but lower than Susilowati et al. (2005).
4.3.Correlation
The correlation analysis is conducted to determine the nature, direction, and significance of
the bivariate relationships of the variables used in the study. Table 2 presents Pearson
correlation matrix of the 88 (352 total panel balanced observations) samples firms during
2002 to 2005. This table shows that FMO is negatively related to CTI (r = -0.41, p value <
0.01). IO is positively associated with CTI (r = 0.11, p value < 0.05). FO is positively
associated with CTI (r = 0.26, p value < 0.01. BS is positively related to CTI (r = 0.36, p
value < 0.01). IB is positively associated with CTI (r = 0.29, p value < 0.01). FB is
negatively associated with CTI (r = -0.30, p value < 0.01).
Table 2
Pearson correlation matrix between corporate governance and corporate tranparency
CTI
FMO
-0.41***
IO
0.11**
MO
-0.06
FO
0.26***
BS
0.36***
IB
0.29***
FB
-0.30***
Statistical significant at the 1, 5, and 10 percent levels are denoted by ***, **, and *
respectively.
4.4.Hypothesis Testing
This section presents the test result with regards to the impact of corporate governance
attributes (family ownership, institutional ownership, managerial ownership, foreign
ownership, board size, independent board, and family board) and corporate transparency or
test for hypothesis number 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Table 3 reports the results of multiple
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regressions of corporate governance attributes on overall corporate transparency index. The
table showed that the number of board of director is positively related to corporate
transparency index. The proportion of independent director is also positively related to
overall corporate transparency index. In contrast, the proportion of family board of directors
is negatively related to overall corporate transparency index. This means that hypothesis 5, 6,
and 7 are supported. In context of control variable firm size, this study did not find any
relationship between firm size and corporate transparency.

It means that there is no

difference corporate transparency index between small and large firm.
Table 3
Multivariate regressions results of corporate governance and corporate transparency

Independent Variables
Intercept
FMO
IO
MO
FO
BS
IB
FB
Size

Dependent variables CTI
Coefficient
t-Statistic
0.066
-0.034
0.024
0.039
-0.017
0.013
0.307
-0.116
0.001

R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)
Durbin-Watson stat

5.998***
-1.526
1.078
0.184
-0.929
2.876***
3.125***
-2.176**
0.800
0.131
0.104
0.023
4.825***
0.000
1.788

Statistical significance at 1, 5, and 10 percent levels are denoted by ***, **, and *
respectively
4.5.Discussion
4.5.1. Managerial Ownership and Corporate Transparency
This study did not find any association between managerial ownership and corporate
transparency. This finding is consistent with Hanifa and Cooke (2002). This finding is not
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consistent with Eng and Mak (2003) who found a negative association between managerial
ownership and voluntary disclosure. This finding is also not consistent with Hossain, Tan,
and Adam (1994) who found significant relationship between ownership structure and the
level of information voluntarily disclosed for Malaysian companies.

4.5.2. Institutional Ownership and Corporate Transparency
This study did not find the association between institutional ownership and corporate
transparency. This finding is not consistent with Lakhal (2003) who showed that earning
voluntary disclosure is positively related to institutional ownership mainly foreigner
institutional investor. This study does not support Elgazzar (1998) who argued that
institutional ownership may induce a higher level voluntary disclosure. This finding is
consistent with Haniffa and Cooke (2002) who found that institutional ownership is not
significantly associated with voluntary disclosure of Malaysian listed firms.
This finding indicates that although Institutional investor such as investment funds,
insurance firms, and pension fund are growing in Indonesia and they invest fund in
Indonesian listed corporations either as bondholders or stockholders, these institution did not
give any impact to corporate transparency. It showed that the institutional investors in
Indonesian public listed companies are not able to force managers to disclose more
information. The reason for this finding is Indonesian institutional investors have no
incentive to act as an active investor, because their ownership on the Indonesian PLC is
relative low (5.3%).

Passiveness of institutional investors of Indonesian public listed

companies can also be seen from the fact that there is no board member who represents the
investor. This is consistent with Navissi and Naiker (2006) who found that active institutional
investors give positive impact to firm value when their ownership is more than 30%.
Therefore, it is the time for Indonesian government or Indonesian corporate regulatory body
to give a regaling for banking sector to have certain share in Indonesian listed companies.
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4.5.3. Family Ownership and Corporate Transparency
This study did not find any association between family ownership and corporate
transparency. This finding is not consistent with Chau and Gray (2002).who found that
proportion of shares owned by family members negatively affect voluntary disclosure of
Singapore and Hong Kong firms. This finding is also not consistent with Gray (1988) who
argued that as family ownership controls a company, the demand for public disclosure is
relatively weak, so information disclosure levels would be lower. It is because the family can
directly get information from inside director who represent their interest either as family
member or non family member directors. The family then can get benefit for themselves
from that information.
As this study did not find the negative relationship between family ownership and
corporate transparency, it indicated that the families of Indonesian public listed companies
was not able to take any benefit from the information or not all family can directly get
information from the board of directors or management of the company.

4.5.4. Foreign Ownership and Corporate Transparency
The result of this study did not provide evidence that higher foreign ownership will lead to
higher corporate transparency. The finding is not consistent with Haniffa and Cooke (2002)
who found positive relationship between foreign investors and voluntary disclosure. This
finding is also not consistent with Choi and Yoo (2006) who argued that foreign equity
ownership can be instrumental in inducing an improvement in transparency through
shareholders activism and board participation. This finding indicates that foreign investors
failed to increase the level of transparency in their financial reporting of Indonesian public
listed companies as practiced in their countries of origin.
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4.5.5. Board Size and Corporate Transparency
This study found that board size is not significantly associated with corporate transparency.
This finding is consistent with Lakhal (2003) who found that board size did not influence
earning voluntary disclosure by France listed firms. This finding indicated that board size
does not determine whether it is an effective control of opportunistic behavior of manager.
The reason for this result again refers to the number of board where the average of board size
is less than the optimum number and some companies’ board size is higher than optimum
number. When board size is small or lower than the optimum number, there is not enough
persons to discuss what information should be disclosed by manager and how can board of
directors push managers to disclose more information. So this case, increasing board of
director will be followed by higher corporate transparency index. In contrast, when board of
directors’ size is too high or greater than the optimum number, the monitoring of
management behavior would not be effectively conducted due to either difficulties of making
the decision or free-rider problem. In this case, increase in the number of board of director
will followed by lower corporate transparency. This study suggest that the members of
personal who seat in board of director should be increased to certain number (might be 7-8
persons)

4.5.6. Related Family Board and Corporate Transparency
This study provided evidence to support that proportion of related family persons on board is
negatively associated with corporate transparency. This finding is consistent with Ho and
Wong (2001) who found that companies with a higher proportion of family members on the
board are more likely to have a lower extent of voluntary disclosure. This finding indicated
that involvement of family related board will impact on effectiveness of monitoring system
because of information advantage. Those persons who have more information can supply the
information to their family who in fact posses the dominant ownership. In order to take
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advantages from other investors (minority shareholder), these family member tend to disclose
less information.

4.5.7. Independent Board and Corporate Transparency
This study found that the proportion of independent members on board is positively
associated with corporate transparency. This finding is also in line with Chen and Jaggi
(2000) who found that proportion of independent director on board enhances financial
disclosure (mandatory and voluntary) of Hong Kong firms. This finding is also supported by
Ho and Wong (2002) and Adam and Hossain (1998) who reported that proportion of
independent director on board enhance financial disclosure. This finding was also supported
by Kelton & Yang (2008) who found that proportion of independent director positively
influence information content and corporate governance of internet financial reporting. This
finding indicates that independent members on board of director of Indonesian listed
companies are effectively monitoring management behavior especially related to the amount
of information to be disclosed by management in the company’s annual report. Independent
director assure that the information disclosed by management will reduce information
asymmetry and in turn will reduce decision making bias by investor.

In other words,

independent directors assure that increasing amount of information disclose will protect
shareholders especially minority shareholders.This finding also indicated that the independent
director setting on the board of Indonesian public listed companies play an important role to
protect all shareholders especially minority shareholders.

4.6.Robustness Tests
The purpose of this section is to check the robustness of previous results of multiple
regression on which hypotheses have been tested. The robustness investigated in this study
related to separation analysis for mandatory and voluntary items of corporate transparency.
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This study measured corporate transparency based on information disclosed by Indonesian
public listed companies in their annual reports. Based on Patel and Dallas (2002) and the
suggestions from Indonesian scholars, 98 items of information disclosure were considered as
the important information needed by investors and other capital markets participants. This
information consist of mandatory items refer to the information that are required to be
disclosed by the Indonesian public listed companies to compliance with mandatory standards
and voluntary items refer to additional information disclosed by the Indonesian public listed
companies because they perceive that those information are relevant for financial report users
in their decision making.
Some previous studies focus on voluntary disclosure and found that corporate
governance influences the extent of voluntary disclosure. Haniffa and Cooke (2002) found
that family member on board and independent chair person negatively influence the extent of
voluntary disclosure, whereas foreign ownership and blockholders are positively associated
with firm voluntary disclosure. Chau and Gray (2002) noted that percentage of share held by
outside ownership positively influence the extent of voluntary disclosure.

Arcay and

Vazquez (2005) concluded that corporate governance attributes including independent board,
director ownership, and audit committee will be interacted to positively influence corporate
voluntary disclosure.
Based on focus of some previous studies, many scholars perceived that voluntary and
mandatory disclosure have the difference impact to firm value. This study, therefore, will
separately test the relationship between corporate governance and the mandatory and
voluntary items of corporate transparency. The results showed that the percentages of family
members sit on board of commissioners of Indonesian public listed companies negatively
influence both the mandatory and voluntary items of corporate transparency. While the
number of board members and the percentage of independent board positively affect the
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voluntary items of corporate transparency, but not for the mandatory items. This result
indicates that board of director gives more attention on voluntary disclosure rather than
mandatory disclosure.
Table 4
Splitting the mandatory and voluntary items of corporate transparency multivariate
regression results

Independent Variable

Dependent Variables
Mandatory Transparency
Voluntary Transparency
Coefficient
t-Statistic
Coefficient
t-Statistic

Intercept
Family Ownership
Institutional Ownership
Managerial Ownership
Foreign Ownership
Board Size
Independent Board
Family Board
Size

0.169
-0.0002
0.0001
-0.0006
-0.0001
0.0030
0.0624
-0.1270
0.0006

R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)
Durbin-Watson stat

0.058
0.029
0.017
1.972**
0.050
1.530

18.944***
-0.170
0.871
-0.324
-0.900
0.795
0.773
-2.922**
1.074

0.047
-0.0003
0.0003
0.0005
-0.0002
0.0153
0.3475
-0.1162
0.0007

3.887***
-1.445
1.080
0.198
-0.818
3.033***
3.227***
-2.001**
0.845

0.132
0.105
0.025
4.845***
0.000
1.799

Statistical significance at 1, 5, and 10 percent levels are denoted by ***, **, and *
respectively.

5. CONCLUSION. LIMITATIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS
5.1. Conclusions
The finding showed that board size and proportion of independent member on board
positively affect corporate transparency. It means the corporate transparency will increase
since the companies have large board and higher proportion of independent member on
boards. In contrast, the proportion of board of directors who have family relationship is
negatively associated with corporate transparency. It implies that family boards tend to
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advise management to disclose less information to public (less transparent) since they can get
the informational benefit by transferring that information to their family. Meanwhile, the
influence of family ownership, institutional ownership, management ownership, and foreign
ownership on corporate transparency was not be supported by this study.
5.2.Limitations of This Study
Although on overall the objectives of this study have been achieved, this study has some
limitations especially in terms of ownership structure measurement and sample selection.
The specific limitations of this study are as follow:
1. This study failed to find the relationship between ownership structure and corporate
transparency. It may partly due to weaknesses with measurement of ownership structure
in which this study was not able to trace cash right of each type of ownership.
2. Even though model of this is statistically fit, the explanation power is relatively low.
This indicates that there are many other variables that appear to be the predictor variables
for corporate transparency.
5.3.Suggestion for Future Research
Based on limitation of this study, some suggestions for future research are as follow:
1. This study has failed to find the relationship between ownership structure and corporate
transparency. It may be caused by bias on ownership structure measurement where this
study is not able to trace the real ultimate ownership because of confidentiality of the
data.

Future study can explore ultimate ownership by tracing such data from tax

authorities by establishing linkage with the relevant authorities.
2. The explanation power of this study is relative low. In order to improve explanation
power, future study may look into other corporate governance attributes such as audit
committee effectiveness and external auditor.
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